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NEW QUESTION: 1
You have an Azure subscription named Subscription1 that
contains the resources in the following table.
A web server runs on VM1 and VM2.
When you request a webpage named Page1.htm from the Internet,
LB1 balances the web requests to VM1 and VM2., and you receive
a response.

On LB1, you have a rule named Rule1 as shown in the Rule1
exhibit. (Click the Exhibit tab.)
You have a health probe named Probe1 as shown in the Probe1
exhibit. (Click the Exhibit tab.)
For each of the following statements, select Yes if the
statement is true. Otherwise, select No.
NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point.
Answer:
Explanation:
Explanation:
Box 1: No
Session Persistence is None.
Box 2: Yes
Web requests uses the HTTP protocol, not the TCP protocol.
Box 3: No
Note: Azure Load Balancer provides health probes for use with
load-balancing rules. Health probe configuration and probe
responses determine which backend pool instances will receive
new flows. You can use health probes to detect the failure of
an application on a backend instance. You can also generate a
custom response to a health probe and use the health probe for
flow control to manage load or planned downtime. When a health
probe fails, Load Balancer stops sending new flows to the
respective unhealthy instance.
References:
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/load-balancer/load-balan
cer-custom-probe-overview

NEW QUESTION: 2
What version of Cisco Configuration Professional support CGR
and CGS products?
A. version 2.0 or higher
B. version 2.3 or higher
C. version 2.0 or lower
Answer: B
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
Reference:
http://www.cisco.com/en/US/prod/collateral/routers/ps10967/ps10
977/order_guide_c11609814_ps10978_Products_Bulletin.html

NEW QUESTION: 3
If user is using anti-DDOS Pro service, but the original server
has rule to limit access to the client IPs, which of the

following actions is the most proper one to take?
A. disable original server firewall
B. enable SLB for original server
C. enable CDN and change anti-DDOS pro IP to CDN address
D. add anti-DDOS pro IP into customer firewall white list
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 4

Answer:
Explanation:
Explanation
VM1: A shielded virtual machine
VM2: An encryption-supported virtual machine
VM3: An encryption-supported virtual machine
Shielded VM Prevents Virtual Machine connection and PowerShell
Direct, it prevent the Hyper-V host to interactin any means
with the Shielded VM.
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/windows-server/virtualization/
guarded-fabric-shielded-vm/guarded-fabric-ands
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